[Drug trials in humans. Risks in the light of the London catastrophe].
London's first-in-man drug trial with the monoclonal anti-CD28 antibody TGN1412 used for the treatment of oncological and autoimmune diseases resulted in a disaster with life-threatening adverse events in the volunteers triggered by an unexpected cytokine storm. Potential mistakes and consequences from this trial are highlighted in the general context of drug development and its risks. Risks in drug testing are not only found for high risk substances, such as TGN1412, or in the critical first-in-man phase, but can sometimes be detected only in later phases of the clinical testing, such as the phase 3 submission studies, or even after market authorization, as for example was the case in the cyclooxygenase-2-inhibitor rofecoxib (Vioxx) used for the treatment of rheumatic diseases and acute pain. Regulatory requirements to minimize risks in drug trials, however, have improved substantially over the last decades. Moreover, in light of the London incident these are being continuously modified with great diligence.